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            Abstract
Recent studies show that aneuploidy and driver gene mutations precede cancer diagnosis by many years1,2,3,4. We assess whether these genomic signals can be used for early detection and pre-emptive cancer treatment using the neoplastic precursor lesion Barrettâ€™s esophagus as an exemplar5. Shallow whole-genome sequencing of 777 biopsies, sampled from 88 patients in Barrettâ€™s esophagus surveillance over a period of up to 15â€‰years, shows that genomic signals can distinguish progressive from stable disease even 10â€‰years before histopathological transformation. These findings are validated on two independent cohorts of 76 and 248 patients. These methods are low-cost and applicable to standard clinical biopsy samples. Compared with current management guidelines based on histopathology and clinical presentation, genomic classification enables earlier treatment for high-risk patients as well as reduction of unnecessary treatment and monitoring for patients who are unlikely to develop cancer.
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                    Fig. 1: CN profiles in BE vary over space and time.


Fig. 2: Genomic predictions of BE progression.


Fig. 3: Cancer risk over time.


Fig. 4: CN profiling facilitates earlier treatment and reduced monitoring.



                


                
                    
                
            

            
                Data availability


Sequencing data and associated metadata that support the present study have been deposited in the European Genome-phenome Archive under accession number EGAD00001006033. The code and model that support these findings have been provided as an R package in a GitHub repository (https://github.com/gerstung-lab/BarrettsProgressionRisk). Source data are provided with this paper.
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Extended data

Extended Data Fig. 1 Differences in genomic complexity.
a, Per-sample variance in the genomic complexity (cx) values (y-axis) between samples from progressors (nâ€‰=â€‰424) and non-progressors (nâ€‰=â€‰349). Boundaries of the box indicate the first and third quartiles of the cx value, horizontal line indicates the median. All data points are shown. While the difference between non-progressors and progressors is significant in a two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test (p-value=2.4â€‰Ã—â€‰10âˆ’6), it only provides limited prognostic signal as the b, ROC curve shows. c, The total number of genomic windows (adjusted by samples per endoscopy) that are CN altered (y-axis) in the 5MB windows and chromosome arms, split by progressor (nâ€‰=â€‰41) and non-progressor (nâ€‰=â€‰43) patients at the initial endoscopy. Boundaries of the box indicate the first and third quartiles, of per-patient CN altered counts, center line indicates the median. All data points are shown. Progressors with only a diagnostic endoscopy are excluded. 5MB windows (two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test, p-value=6â€‰Ã—â€‰10âˆ’8) and chromosomal arms (two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test, p-value 5.54â€‰Ã—â€‰10âˆ’11) both show a significant difference in the number of CN alterations identified between the two groups at the initial endoscopy. d, Comparison of chromosome arm altered CN counts (y-axis) found at the initial vs the final endoscopies in progressors and non-progressors. The magnitude of the changes is significantly different between the patient groups (p-value=7â€‰Ã—â€‰10âˆ’4, two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test), demonstrating that alterations to the genomic landscape are apparent in low-resolution WGS data.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 2 Model comparisons for best prediction accuracy.
a, Shows the comparison of the model used in the analysis presented (trained on all samples, nâ€‰=â€‰773) versus a model which excludes the most extreme histopathological samples (excluding HGD/IMC, nâ€‰=â€‰711). We compare the accuracy of the ROC AUC using the best sensitivity threshold (Prâ€‰=â€‰0.3) presented in Fig. 2a of the main paper. A model trained without use of the extreme samples shows no decrease prediction accuracy indicating that these samples are not driving the differences in the model. b, ROC AUC values describing the prediction accuracy for models trained on different sets of data and various aggregations of per-sample predictions also using the best sensitivity threshold (Prâ€‰=â€‰0.3). The first set of bars provides the ROC values for the reference model per-sample predictions (nâ€‰=â€‰773). The following bars describe the ROC values for aggregated predictions on the same samples: mean and max prediction per endoscopy, mean and max prediction per patient (excluding the final HGD/IMC samples). The aggregated predictions do not differ from the per-sample predictions indicating that a single sample may be sufficient for accurate prediction. All error bars denote the 95% confidence interval for the sensitivity, specificity, and AUC at a threshold of Prâ€‰=â€‰0.3.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 3 External validation on Seattle Barrettâ€™s Study SNP data.
Predicting the Seattle Barrettâ€™s Study SNP data using our sWGS CN model results in a lower AUC of 0.77 for all samples (including blood/gastric normals as non-progressor controls) a, Restricted to only BE samples (that is excluding normal), with our higher sensitivity threshold results in an AUC of 0.71 (sensitivityâ€‰=â€‰0.82, specificity=0.34) b, Overall, the progressor samples show the same pattern of risk classification that the sWGS samples did with high risk classifications occurring at a higher rate in progressive patients independent of pathology. The HGD group in the non-progressor patient group also indicates that our model would classify most of these as progressive. c, Compares ROC values for the SNP data using various additional criteria including: defining patients with HGD as progressed; excluding those with less than 1% of the genome altered (low SCA) and the whole-genome duplicated non-progressor patients (NP WGD); only within the baseline (T1) and penultimate endoscopy (T2) groups respectively. Demonstrating that the model improves as the samples are taken nearer to EAC diagnosis. All error bars denote the 95% confidence interval for the sensitivity, specificity, and AUC at a threshold of Prâ€‰=â€‰0.3. d, Plots the mean ratio of the genome altered (y-axis) versus the computationally derived purity value (x-axis) for all timepoint-merged biopsies versus the blood/gastric normal samples. None of the normal samples have more than 1% of the genome altered, and all are >90% purity. Given the issues with assessing very pure, mostly diploid samples, those samples in blue are excluded from the ROC analyses as indicated.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 4 Model trained on only SNP data.
a, Cross-validation classification accuracy at each elastic-net penalty value (penaltyâ€‰=â€‰0 had no non-zero coefficients) for the merged (see Supplementary Information Methods) samples (nâ€‰=â€‰490) the light blue bar is the penalty value used in the sWGS model and is used for comparison. The numbers on the bars indicate the number of coefficients selected under the given penalty, coefficients in parentheses are those that are stable across 75% of the folds. Error bars show the mean classification accuracy Â± s.e.m. a, Volcano plot for the (CVRR) value versus coefficient value for the 27 coefficients from the SNP data trained model. Compared to the coefficients from the sWGS model the (CVRR) values (for example coefficient of variation for the relative risk, see Supplementary Table 3 for definition) are much lower.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 5 Per-patient risk heatmaps.
Samples from the discovery cohort (nâ€‰=â€‰773) for each progressor patient (nâ€‰=â€‰45) in a, plotted by the time prior to the final endoscopy (x-axis, endpoint=0) and esophageal location from the sample closest to the esophageal-gastric junction at the bottom up the length of the BE segment, or as many samples as were available for sequencing (y-axis). Each sample is colored by their risk class with shapes inset for each pathology grade. Non-progressor patients are shown in b, (nâ€‰=â€‰43). These correspond to the mini heatmaps in the main paper Fig. 2.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 6 Increasing numbers of patients improves accuracy.
Analysis showing the potential for improvement by training the model with increasing numbers of patients (x-axis) from the discovery cohort (green and orange bars), combining the discovery and validation cohorts (dark purple bar), and combining all sWGS (discovery and validation) data with the SNP data from the Seattle BE Study (pink bars). In each model we assessed the a, cross-validation accuracy, the b, number of coefficients selected by the model, and finally the c, AUC for a leave-one-out analysis. The green bars are all increasing numbers of patients used in training a model from the discovery cohort (error bars are the mean Â± s.e.m. from repeating each training 10 times with randomly selected patients), the orange bar represents the full discovery cohort, the purple bar is the combined discovery and validation (nâ€‰=â€‰164) cohorts, and the pink bars are the combined sWGS and SNP patients (nâ€‰=â€‰413).The discovery and validation (all sWGS data) displays consistent improvement in accuracy (0.57 to 0.75) and AUC (0.7 to 0.89) as the number of patients increases. Including the SNP data results in no improvement despite the increased number of patients indicating that the sWGS data alone provides more accurate prognostic information. d, Shows the classification rate per-sample across all 164 patients in the discovery and validation cohorts when we use a model trained on all samples (nâ€‰=â€‰986). An overall improvement in accuracy for both high and low risk patients is observed.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 7 Cancer risk in relation to p53 IHC per sample.
a, Bars show the proportion of aberrant p53 IHC stained samples separated by pathology in samples from progressive patients. The purple bars indicate the percentage of aberrant samples for each pathology. b, The CN plot from the main paper Fig. 2c zoomed in to chromosome 17 with additional bars shown for the arm-level gains (purple) or losses (green). The blue/yellow outline boxes show the genomic regions that are predictive features of the model. The blue box indicates a loss of 17p arm, while the yellow indicates gain of the 17q arm. Tumor suppressor genes or oncogenes are indicated at their chromosomal location at the bottom of each plot.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 8 Exemplar raw data plots for quality control.
Raw data (red dots) after QDNAseq processing and pcf segmentation (green rectangles), y-axis is the relative GC-adjusted CN value and the x-axis is chromosomal position. The mean absolute deviation (MAD) of the observed (red) versus expected (green) segments was calculated and the variance across the entire sample used to develop a quality cutoff. a, Shows a post-segmentation plot from a cell-line pellet processed into an FFPE block. The wide variance of the raw (red) points results in scattered segmentation (green) high sample mean(MAD) value of 0.015. b, Shows the raw segmented plot from a fresh-frozen EAC tumor. Clear CN alterations can be observed (that is chromosomes 8 and 13). c, Contrasts two different raw data plots from the same FFPE sample in the discovery cohort sequenced as a technical replicate. The sample comes from a non-progressor patient and may have small CN changes that are clearly shared between the two.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 9 Parameter tuning the model.
a, Shows the cross-validation classification accuracy for each bin size (15â€‰kb, 50â€‰kb, 100â€‰kb, 500â€‰kb) at each elastic-net penalty value. Error bars are mean Â± s.e.m. of the classification accuracy for each alpha value and bin size. The classification accuracy shows a consistent decline for each bin size. b, Compares the AUC, true positive and false positive rate (TPR, FPR), for each bin size using leave-one-patient-out predictions for the discovery cohort at an elastic-net regression penalty of 0.9. Again, bin size 15â€‰kb shows the best AUC at 0.88, however 50â€‰kb is highly concordant at 0.87. Error bars are the 95% confidence interval. c, Shows the AUC comparison at each bin size for the leave-one-patient-out discovery cohort predictions versus the validation cohort model predictions. At 50â€‰kb the AUCs are 0.87 and 0.84 respectively while all other bin sizes show a much greater difference between the cohorts. Error bars are the 95% confidence interval.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 10 Discretizing risks.
Rate of sample classification by probability discretization per bin size for the a, discovery cohort (nâ€‰=â€‰773 samples, 88 patients) leave-one-patient-out predictions b, and validation (nâ€‰=â€‰213 samples, 76 patients) predictions. These confirm that 50â€‰kb is the best parameter to balance classification for type I and type II errors.
Source data
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Source data
Source Data Fig. 1
Statistical source file (b) and all processed copy number data (câ€“d).


Source Data Fig. 2
Statistical source file.
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Statistical source file.
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Statistical source file.
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